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DEDICATION

First of all, I dedicate this book to God Almighty, my family- Okonye Family
and to my friends.

ABOUT THE BOOK

Quotes are parts of our lives. As the saying goes that applied knowledge is
wisdom. This book is a guide to attaining knowledge and showcasing its power
via application. And as such at every point in our life, what we need is
knowledge.
In this book are refined quotes that teaches us how to handle our daily real life
issues from our personal and spiritual growth, dreams, relationships, marriage,
education, businesses and so on that we pass through or that we are yet to pass
through.
All the quotes written in this book are inspirations from God to bless humanity.
Thanks.

300 QUOTES TO FULFILLING LIFE’S DESTINY

1. The key to an uncommon prosperity is the maximization of potentials.
2. Life is not about what we acquire but what we carry.
3. A man’s productivity lies in his habit, attitude and behavior.
4. It is more blessed to cheerfully give than to freely receive.
5. Life is like a football game in which the bearer of the ball faces the
heat and challenges (attackers) in other to defeat him. And he can only
refuse to be defeated by being determined, steadfast and focused.
6. The greatest achievement on earth is self actualization which is by
realization of ones potentials.
7. The greatest need of a man is respect. But for a woman to be shown
love.
8. A man is limited by his thought.
9. The only thing that can destroy a man’s destiny is himself.
10. The worst kind of enemy is the enemy within our very being.
11. The five senses makes up our thought, our thought makes up our
mindset, our mindset makes up our mentality and our mentality makes
up our action.
12. Becoming a better person is by learning and learning is by injecting
and digesting good knowledge into use.
13. The road to divine prosperity is narrow but the road to poverty is very
wide.

14. Life success is not by one's academic performance but by serving
humanity.
15. Diversity of time is all it takes to be outstanding.
16. Men of vision do not wait for opportunity but they create opportunity.
17. The use of time is the difference between a rich man and a poor man.
18. Great men are not functions of that past but functions of their future.
19. Show me a man that is loyal and I will show you a man that is trusted.
20. Faith and belief is one's passion is the activation of ones potential for
humanity.
21. To be loved by oneself is to be love d by all.
22. You can’t give the love that you don’t have.
23. A rosy life is miserable life.
24. Sometimes in life you need to push harder to get to where you want to
be.
25. We often get hurt because we expect too much.
26. Living your life as if today is the last is the best way of becoming
better.
27. Sometimes over doing things is the best way of spoiling things,
sometimes less is better.
28. Saying “I love you” is not enough, what is enough is showing it.
29. Poverty is not the absent of money, but insight.

30. Marriage is not what it takes to have a good life.
31. Good character is all it takes to have a good marriage.
32. You cannot maximize you full potential without your source (God).
33. To be a good singer is to be a good listener.
34. A great personality is better than the physique.
35. A good character is better than class.
36. To be a man is to be mentally matured.
37. One's background is not a determinant to one's success.
38. A relationship that is fantasy driven is not gotten out of true love.
39. To love truly is to neglect the odds.
40. To be encouraging is to be courageous.
41. Trusting in God is like not living for something but yet hoping for
something.
42. The true nature of man is to be fruitful.
43. To be respectful is to be influential.
44. Laying prints that cannot be wiped off with time is by impacting
humanity with what you are made of (potential).
45. Consistency is the chief of perfection.
46. Eating into your future is living your future for today.
47. To be free is to forgive.

48. Ambition is to drive towards attaining one's dream.
49. Your want is to be partially filled, your need is to be completely
filled.
50. You don’t need anyone to succeed in life, what you need is you.
51. To have a nice meal is to put in your best.
52. A great life is like cooking, it is not just the method that matters most,
but the application of food items.
53. Invest your future into today and have a great life.
54. To love truly is to love with your brain alongside with feelings.
55. It is better to walk in love than to fall in love.
56. It is better to marry out of love than to marry out of compulsion.
57. Great thinkers exploit their limitless resources and capabilities at
night.
58. Everyone has an extraordinary gift within them so don’t you call
yours common.
59. An event can either turn out good or bad depending on one's of
motive (right/wrong).
60. It is not what anyone can do for you but what you can do for people.
61. A nation’s wealth is in you, just dig deeper and you will find it.
62. You are a function of what you say to yourself.
63. To be negative minded is worst than being sick.

64. Love out of self pity is worst than hatred.
65. Time is the essence of being.
66. True friendship lasts forever.
67. It takes a single word to corrupt someone’s mind and a single word to
uplift someone’s spirit.
68. To be depressed is to blame oneself.
69. To give without expectation is to give out of love.
70. Anger is like a flame it consumes the whole body.
71. You can’t get better by imitating someone else’s best but only by
appreciating your worth.
72. Real men are attracted to women with worth.
73. We have no reason to be poor for what lies in us is great.
74. There is no limit to what we can achieve.
75. Hey you! Stop dreaming small and start dreaming BIG.
76. To become great is a matter of choice and decision.
77. Show me a man of vision and I will show you a man of responsibility.
78. The responsibility of a great man is what he is remembered for.
79. You are not a product of background but a product of inner you.
80. The difference between love and hatred is forgiveness.

81. To have a success marriage you must invest in it what money cannot
buy.
82. Self deprivation is worst than being a failure.
83. There is nothing that cannot limit someone as lack of confidence, it
deprives you bringing out your uniqueness.
84. God always gives His best to those who leave the choice with him.
85. All I want is someone who will look into my eyes and tell me I’m the
only one that he wants to be with till the end of time.
86. Best friends are the ones that makes out time to be by each other’s
side in everything. They watch out for each other. They support, trust,
love, encourage, communicate and believe in each other.
87. People who don’t value your attention shouldn’t be given your care,
love and trust.
88. Friendship is not by force but by choice.
89. Marriage is not about colour, age, religion or class but by love which
conquers all and loving unconditionally.
90. A purposeless man is one without challenge. So, grap your challenges
with courage and define yourself with success.
91. We are always in a warfield with ourselves. It’s either we are trapped
in torment of being a failure by fear or perfected in love by courage
and reign in success.
92. May God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing so that
by the power of the holy spirit you may abound in hope (Rom 15:13).
93. Doing things together is the secret of togetherness which brings unity.

94. Your happiness is not determined by the people around you but by
being happy with yourself.
95. Every day is an opportunity to break free from whatever is holding
you back.
96. Our tongue is a life changer.
97. Change is constant altered by our thought.
98. Being extraordinary is being creative.
99. We are distinguished from one another because of the choices we
make.
100. To be self reliant is to believe in oneself.
101. Good music elevates and enriches the mind while bad
music corrupts and poisons the mind.
102. God is your source, you can’t do without him. Hey! come back
to your source.
103. Life is like a moving car without break that can only stop
moving at one dies.
104. One's closed door is when one refuses to use his abilities and
an open door is when one utilizes his abilities.
105. Your future in your hands so braze up and put your hands to
work.
106. It takes an open hand to give and to receive, so open that hand.
107. Our country cannot get better unless we ourselves get better.
108. Yesterday is gone forever but you will always have a tomorrow
to make life better.

109. Choose today to make one's life better.
110. You are free to be the greatest if you believe.
111. Don’t give up! Stamina is all you need.
112. To be a real woman is have charisma.
113. The beauty of a flower is its colour, the beauty of a woman is
her character.
114. The depth of a mother’s pain is seen in her tears.
115. When you look at the mirror you find something that was
`
hidden in you.
116. When the going gets tougher, you get harder.
117. Procrastination is the thief of destiny.
118. Imagine big and achieve big, imagine small and achieve small.
119. You are not alone. You have your body, soul and spirit with
you, so what are going to do?
120. To trust someone else is much more easier than to trust
oneself.
121. A great leader must be accountable for his personal growth,
discipline and action.
122. Passion is the fuel that keeps your abilities above.
123. Your attitudes, character, behavior and reactions do not
make who you are but who you are makes all these.

124. A leader that is not selfless is not a true leader.
125. You have no content except you keep learning.
126. The reward of hard work is success.
127. Love without trust is like building without a foundation.
128. I can think of so many things but I can’t stop thinking about
you.
129. Marriage can be sweet only when both partners are sweet.
130. You want a good life, then have a good personal life.
131. You cannot receive what you can’t give.
132. Being different from the crowd is being unique.
133. The depth of your creativity lies in your ability of thinking
creatively.
134. I can do everything well but I can only do one thing excellently.
135. A closed mouth is better than an open mouth that says
rubbish.
136. To be concerned is to show care.
137. A man that looks down on himself can never grow above what
he thinks he sees.
138. A man with a vision is a man on a mission.
139. The reason people keep failing is that they see failure as a
curse instead of a learning ground.
140. You are not a failure until you quit learning from your

mistakes.
141. Loyalty is not earned but a quality one possesses.
142. Courage is all it takes to be you.
143. Who we are is always encoded in our character.
144. One's intention can never be known unless the person shows it.
145. A leader's worth is based on his integrity.
146. To be a leader one must possess a leading spirit.
147. Parents deposit part of who they are in their children.
148. A blind man that has a vision is better than a man who sees
without a vision.
149. A blind man sees clearer than a man who sees.
150. We don’t know anything until we apply.
151. The greatest enemy is the enemy within.
152. The reason why people don’t shine is because they stop
themselves from shining.
153. A depressed mind is a depressed being.
154. No one is more than what the person knows.
155. Our words are weapons.
156. Our mind is the seat of our success or failure.
157. To every emotion we show, it was rightly planted in our minds.

158. We are subconsciously in a warfield with our mind.
159. The richest man today is the man that has ever been rich in
his mind.
160. The books we read either takes from us or adds to us. The
choice is yours.
161. Today and every day I choose to be a bird!
162. The peace of God is our rest.
163. Though we are spirits clothed in human form, we are
supernatural beings.
164. What you see for yourself with your mind is what you
accomplish.
165. Deliverance can not take place in someone’s life when the
person does not change his mind (reasoning and thinking
process).
166. Take charge of your health and you won’t have to waste
money on managing your health.
167. It is only a fool that thinks he can get away with lies not
knowing that he is imprisoning himself.
168. Every day is a day for breakthrough.
169. Life is a puzzle to get found, work smart and work hard.
170. The beauty of a woman is her character.
171. Sense is to apply small effort and get big return than to apply
big effort and get small return.

172. It is not the money you put into your business that makes it
productive but your ideas.
173. Foolish is a man who beliefs in nothing.
174. Your race is not finish; not until you die "so keep running".
175. If you want to be big, dream BIG but if you want to be a small,
dream small. If you do not want to be anything then dream
nothing.
176. Imagination + Preparation + Opportunity = Success.
177. Whatever it is that you must do, do it with your mind.
178. Your ability is your money.
179. The real enemy is the enemy within you.
180. It’s not money that changes a man but his words.
181. Failure is not defeat but a near success.
182. Money is influential but values are more powerful.
183. Regret is a set back towards success.
184. Stop thinking and start acting.
185. Love without sacrifice is no love at all.
186. Money does not make a man but ideas.
187. I don’t have physical strength but sure, I do have my words.
188. Change is good if positive.

189. Life is real but what is more real is today.
190. We can’t change our past but we can change our future with
today.
191. It is better to be alone and achieve alone than to be with
bunch of distractions all in the name of friendship.
192. Without personal growth there is no leadership.
193. In life, expect the worst but never accept the worst.
194. Being spiritual is being Godly.
195. Success is not about what you know but about what is
applied.
196. To have a comfortable life, get off from your comfort zone.
197. He who succeeds for himself is foolish but he who succeeds for
others is wise.
198. If making money is your idea for going into business then you
will never make enough.
199. Go into business with the aim of solving problems and you will
be rich.
200. When I love, I love not to possess you but to set you free.
201. Let your challenges be a motivation to you. “That’s how to
conquer them”.
202. To be respectful is to respect oneself.
203. If you want to become better stop wishing and start working

on yourself.
204. A woman’s worth is in her values.
205. Not everything is meant for you but certainly something is
meant for you.
206. Winning and losing is a choice and it takes only you to make
that choice.
207. To better understand someone is to listen to them.
208. In relationship love is like a foundation. What makes the
building are trust, honesty and God.
209. In relationship it is your duty to define it else someone else will
define it for you.
210. The greatest gift you can offer someone is to be part of his/her
success story.
211. A woman who doesn’t know what she wants in a man does not
know what she wants in her marriage.
212. Your singlehood is a gift, so appreciate it.
213. Anyone can se your future but not everyone has the courage to
be part of it.
214. School education can train you to work for someone else but
Entrepreneurship can train you to work for yourself.
215. A proud man is a man of doom.
216. Our vision, our dream and our passion put us on a mission.
217. People who don’t dream are dream killers.

218. If we are not at war with ourselves then, we are at peace with
ourselves.
219. The highest form of intelligence is always wanting to know and
learn.
220. I think of losing and I think of winning. The one I act on is the
one I choose.
221. Winning is a habit and losing is a habit.
222. I can dream all day but if I don’t act on it nothing can be
accomplished.
223. Everyone dies but not everyone lives.
224. Nothing happens by magic, it happens by speaking and acting.
225. Not everyone can believe in you. People who do is because of
your value and self worth.
226. Anybody can write but it takes few to write something
meaningful.
227. Anything is attainable if we only believe.
228. One of the hardest things in life is loving someone who doesn’t
love you.
229. To praise is to be honoured.
230. To say nothing is better than not fulfilling what has been said.
231. Anything can be learnt. It takes patience and consistency.
232. When someone gives up on you it takes little but when you give

up on yourself it changes everything.
233. If your mind is beautiful then your character is.
234. Hatred traps you but love set you free.
235. The measure of your love is in your giving.
236. To stop learning is to stop living.
237. Saying the same is doing the same thing.
238. Life is an illusion. The only real thing is choosing your future.
239. No one can stop you except you.
240. You are a function of 24 hours.
241. Leave your comfort zone and change your life.
242. Change your thinking and change your life.
243. Legends are not born, they are made.
244. Not everyone wants a sweet life. You can see it in their actions.
245. What will happen will not happen unless you create a room
for it.
246. There is no right time, its only Now or Never.
247. Keep trying, keep trying, keep trying until it’s worth trying.
248. Let the success of another be an inspiration, not a ground to
lay your foundation.
249. The most complicated puzzle is yourself.

250. Some people do things to talk about. Some talk about people's
success, some don’t do anything at all. Which are you?
251. A successful man devise means of having more. A poor man
shut down every means of having more.
252. If you want something so bad, go get it.
253. Spend your money on books and you will never be poor.
254. Your life gets better when you start making the right choices.
255. Praying for money is a selfish prayer, but praying to be a
blessing to the people is love.
256. When you stop giving, you stop getting.
257. It is your responsibility to create your own destiny.
258. When you make sleep your hobby, you make poverty your next
door neighbour.
259 Every Speaker is a natural soliloquist.
260. One’s lifestyle is woven in and out of his/her habits.
261. Idea without execution is delusion.
262. You are born to fail but you are not born to be a Failure.
263. The price for honesty is trust.
264. In a soccer game every player's target is putting the ball in
the net, that is life. It’s your future and investing into your
future is what matters.

265. To get there is to ask, believe and receive.
266. Love is a principle not a right.
267. Wisdom is the ability to recognize a difference.
268. Money doesn’t make me happy but spending the money does.
269. Your prosperity is where your pleasure is created in.
270. Refuse to stay ignorant and progress.
271. Solving smaller challenges catapults one to solving bigger
challenges.
272. What makes it knowledge is when it is applied.
273. Are you solving a problem or creating problem? Which are
you?
274. Your small challenges should be your building block and you
should embrace it with gladness.
275. Every private hard work is recorded openly.
276. Greatness is not by chance or a thing of luck but a thing of
preparation together with opportunity.
277. Wisdom is money.
278. To avoid regrets, cling to what is good.
279. No matter what you are doing, keep pressing, keep hoping and
you will get there.
280. Spontaneous actions are always the actions that saves life.
281. God doesn’t derives joy in extraordinary things and that’s You.

282. The heart is a special organ that determines and controls our
existence.
283. Your faith sustains your age.
284. Though many will prophesy to love you, but it takes only one
to prove it.
285. You are not measured by people’s opinion but by yours.
286. Life is an illusion create your own reality.
287. A Christian is to live a supernatural life not a miraculous life.
288. Our mind is a controller of what we see around us.
289. Our mind set is our action.
290. Live your life not to impress anyone but to be your best.
291. Don’t get what you want but get what you need to have.
292. You can’t go around, beneath, above pain but you can go
through pain.
293. Maximize your strength zone to succeed.
294. What you imagine is what you see.
295. I know the definition of betrayal and I know that it hurts and
I know that it makes you stronger.
296. The only purpose of our existence is to do the will of God
which is to glorify Him.
297. Fear destroys destiny and has nothing good to offer.

298. Life is all about risk and failure. To take risk is the worst kind
of risk ever.
299. Imperfect practice makes a perfect presentation.
300. We are born to rule because there is a king in all of us.

301. Whenever anything pushes you down, you get back up.
302. True refining or rebranding is in God.
303. We are products of our dreams.
304. We are always submissive to whatever we believe in.
305. You don’t need a man to bring out the best in you because
you are the best.
306. Maximization of time is discovering of who you are.
307. To become irresistible by a man means you need to live
independently and dependent on God.
308. You are the well of wealth. All you just need to do is to dig and
dig deeper.
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